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ABSTRACT Molecular mechanism of the binding of neuropeptide achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp) to large unilamellar vesicles
of zwitterionic egg-yolk phosphatidylcholine (EPC) was investigated by means of natural-abundance 13C and high-resolution (of
0.01 Hz order) 1H NMR spectroscopy. The binding equilibrium was found to be sensitive to the ionization state of the N-terminal
NH13 group in achatin-I; the de-ionization of NH
1
3 decreases the bound fraction of the peptide from ;15% to nearly none. The
electrostatic attraction between the N-terminal positive NH13 group and the negative PO

4 group in the EPC headgroup plays an
important role in controlling the equilibrium. Analysis of the 13C chemical shifts (d) of EPC showed that the binding location of the
peptide within the bilayer is the polar region between the glycerol and ester groups. The binding caused upﬁeld changes Dd of
the 13C resonance for almost all the carbon sites in achatin-I. The changes Dd for the ionic Asp at the C-terminus are more than
ﬁve times as large as those for the other residues. The drastic changes for Asp result from the dehydration of the ionic CO2
groups, which are strongly hydrated by electrostatic interactions in bulk water. The side-chain conformational equilibria of the
aromatic D-Phe and ionic Asp residues were both affected by the binding, and the induced changes in the equilibria appear to
reﬂect the peptide-lipid hydrophobic interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Binding of bioactive peptides to phospholipid bilayers is an
important physical phenomenon, which relates to a variety of
biological functions in living cellular systems. However,
much of the molecular mechanism of the membrane-binding
remains unrevealed, coupled with the practical difﬁculties of
handling the complex system of peptides and bilayers. The
elucidation of this subject is thus one of the current aims of
both theoretical and experimental biophysicists as a pre-
liminary but essential step for the total understanding of the
biological functions (Simon and McIntosh, 2002). In this
study, we investigate the molecular mechanism of the
binding of a neuropeptide achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp; for
the structure, see Fig. 1) to phosphatidylcholine lipid (PC)
bilayers through dealing with the problems of fundamental
signiﬁcance; factors controlling the binding equilibrium,
peptide location within the bilayer, and binding effect on the
peptide side-chain conformations are examined by means of
natural-abundance 13C and high-resolution (of 0.01 Hz
order) 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Achatin-I was ﬁrst isolated in the ganglia of an African
snail, Achatina fulica Fe´russac, and it is known as the
neuropeptide containing D-amino acid (Kamatani et al.,
1989). A subsequent discovery of the sequence analogs, such
as Gly-D-Phe-Gly-Asp from the brain extracts of a different
species, has shown the wide importance of the sequence
family in the nerve actions (Iwakoshi et al., 2000). Achatin-I
controls a cardiac activity in the snail (Fujimoto et al., 1991),
and excites heart-regulatory neurons in the central nervous
systemby inducing inward current due toNa1 ions (Kamatani
et al., 1989). The ﬁnding of the stereoisomeric speciﬁcity for
the neuroexcitation implied the existence of a particular
receptor for achatin-I (Kamatani et al., 1989), whereas the
modulatory effect of achatin-I was also discovered upon
membrane-current induced speciﬁcally by the other neuro-
transmitters, such as oxytocin and acetylcholine (Liu and
Takeuchi, 1993). To understand the molecular mechanism
of those complicated biological functions of achatin-I
(Kamatani et al., 1989; Fujimoto et al., 1991; Kim et al.,
1991; Liu and Takeuchi, 1993; Emaduddin et al., 1996;
Poteryaev et al., 1998; Satake et al., 1999), it seems to be
necessary to consider carefully the role of microenvironment
around the receptors other than the simple binding of achatin-I
to its speciﬁc receptor. It is likely that the today’s lack of
knowledge on the association of the peptidewith lipids, which
constitute the majority of membrane-environment of recep-
tors, is a signiﬁcant disadvantage for elucidating the problem.
In this study,we thus focus on probing the binding of achatin-I
to the membrane using the model lipid bilayer.
Achatin-I contains both the hydrophobic D-Phe and
hydrophilic Asp within the short sequence of four residues.
The ionic CO2 groups of Asp are expected to contribute to
the binding equilibrium through the peptide-lipid electro-
static interactions. The phenyl ring of D-Phe, on the other
hand, can contribute through the hydrophobic interactions.
In this work, we focus on the electrostatic effect on the
binding equilibrium. Besides the negatively charged CO2
groups in the C-terminal Asp, achatin-I involves positively
charged NH13 in the N-terminal Gly. Since PC, which is
a major lipid constituent of biological membranes, also
involves both positive NðCH3Þ13 and negative PO4 moieties
in the hydrophilic headgroup, the electrostatic attractions
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between the opposite charges are probable factors control-
ling the binding of achatin-I within the bilayer. We can
examine this point by changing the ionization states of the
peptide through the control of pH (pD). If the electrostatic
interactions are important, the loss of charge on either the
NH13 or CO

2 is to decrease the binding afﬁnity.
To gain further insight into the binding equilibrium,
information on the peptide location within the bilayer is
indispensable. In view of the electrostatic effect on the
binding, possible locations of the N-terminal positive NH13
and C-terminal negative CO2 ; respectively, are near the PO

4
and NðCH3Þ13 in the headgroup of PC. The location of the
hydrophobic phenyl ring of D-Phe is expected to be closer to
the hydrophobic core of the acyl chains rather than to the
charged headgroup. In a previous work, we have demon-
strated that the high-resolution NMR of natural-abundance
13C within phospholipid is powerful in determining the
binding location of peptides and proteins within the bilayers
and emulsions (Okamura et al., 2001); the high ability of
discriminating a wide variety of carbon sites in the lipid
molecule provides a novel method of the location analysis
(Okamura and Nakahara, 2001) in addition to the traditional
methods, such as ESR, ﬂuorescence quenching, x-ray and
neutron scattering, and solid-state NMR (see the reviews in
Simon and McIntosh, 2002, for the details of the techniques).
Here, we apply the method of 13C NMR to examine the
location of achatin-I within the PC bilayer.
When achatin-I binds to the phospholipid bilayers as
a transfer from water to the bilayer, the most drastic change
that occurs in the molecular environment around the peptide
is dehydration due to the interactions with the lipid
molecules. It is then obvious that the understanding of the
hydration in bulk water is essential to elucidate the binding
mechanism. The hydration effect on achatin-I in bulk water
was featured, for example, by the observation that the
hydration on the ionic CO2 groups at the C-terminal Asp
almost cancels out the gas-phase energy differences of tens
of kJ mol1 among the Asp side-chain conformers (Kimura
et al., 2004). Our particular interest here is what happens to
this strong hydration upon binding to the bilayers. The 13C
NMR chemical shifts of achatin-I give important information
on this, since they are a sensitive probe for the molecular
environment around the peptide. It should also be noted that
the analysis of the relative line widths of the 13C signals of
achatin-I provides insight into the changes in the dynamics
of the environment in response to the binding.
Finally, we examine the effect of membrane-binding on the
conformational equilibrium of achatin-I. In this report, the
conformations in the side chains are focused on as an
extension of our previous work on the side-chain conforma-
tional equilibria of achatin-I in bulk water (Kimura et al.,
2004). How do the dehydration and interactions with the
phospholipid molecules upon binding affect the peptide
conformations? The analysis of the dihedral-angle dependent
vicinal 1H-1H couplings from the ﬁne structures of NMR
signals makes it possible to examine the side-chain con-
formational equilibria. Although the side-chain conforma-
tions of peptides have been a subject of structural biology
for the past decades, the researches were limited mainly to the
systems of isotropic solution including our previous study
of achatin-I in bulk water. To the best of our knowledge,
a comparative study of the free and membrane-bound
conformations of the side chains, which discloses the effect
of binding, has not been done. There are a few reports
concerning the conformational equilibriawithin phospholipid
bilayers; for example, the equilibrium of Val-1 residue in
gramicidin A was studied by performing numerical analysis
to simulate the solid-state NMR spectra (Lee and Cross,
1994). The analysis of the vicinal J couplings in aqueous
solution gives us more direct information on the conforma-
tional problem, when we can observe the ﬁne structures of the
signals. To provide insight into the binding effect, it is of
interest to compare with the effect of transfer from water to




Achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp) monoammonium salt was purchased from
Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). Egg-yolk phosphatidylcholine (EPC),
used in this work as phosphatidylcholine lipid, was purchased from NOF
(Tokyo, Japan). Solvent heavy water (D2O; 99.90% D) was from Euriso-top
(Saint Aubin, France), and D2O solutions of DCl (18 wt %) and NaOD (40
wt %) used to control the solution pD (pH) were from Aldrich Chemical
(Milwaukee, WI). Solvent methanol-d4 (99.8% D) was also from Aldrich.
Achatin-I solutions in water and methanol were prepared at the
concentrations of 2 and 1 mM, respectively. Large unilamellar vesicles
(LUV) of EPC with a diameter of 100 nm were prepared at the lipid
concentration of 20 mM in water, corresponding to the EPC/achatin-I molar
ratio of 10. When we measured the natural-abundance 13C NMR, the
concentrations of achatin-I and EPC were increased to 5 and 50 mM,
respectively, at the ﬁxed EPC/achatin-I ratio of 10. Here, we neglect the
FIGURE 1 Molecular structure of a neuropeptide achatin-I with the
ionization state corresponding to the neutral pH. Arrows denote the side-
chain conformations studied in this work.
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difference in the binding equilibrium due to the increased concentrations,
and argue the peptide location within the bilayer and molecular environment
around the peptide on the basis of the 13C NMR.
The procedure for the preparation of LUV was as follows: a required
amount of EPC was dissolved in chloroform (Wako Pure Chemical, Osaka,
Japan), and the solvent was evaporated by a rotary vacuum evaporator. The
sample was then dried overnight under vacuuming. Lipid ﬁlm thus formed
was vortex mixed with D2O for ;5 min to prepare a homogenous
suspension of multilamellar vesicles. To obtain LUV, the multilamellar
vesicles underwent 10 cycles of freezing and thawing, and the resultant was
extruded 21 times through a polycarbonate ﬁlter with the pore diameter of
100 nm. Mixture of achatin-I and LUV was prepared by dissolving the solid
achatin-I in the LUV sample.
To examine the electrostatic effect of peptide-lipid interactions on the
binding equilibrium, peptide-LUV mixtures were prepared at different pD
conditions. By controlling the pD at the acidic 3.2, neutral 5.9, and basic
11.6, the ionization states of the a-amino group in the N-terminal Gly, and
a- and b-carboxyl groups in the C-terminal Asp of achatin-I, were changed;
the ionization states at the pDs are (a-ND13 ; a-CO

2 ; b-CO2D) for the




2 ) for the neutral, and (a-ND2, a-CO

2 ;
b-CO2 ) for the basic condition. It should be noted that the acidiﬁcation of
the solution de-ionizes the side-chain b-carboxyl group in Asp, correspond-
ing to the pKa of 3.9 (Dawson et al., 1986). pKa of the a-carboxyl group in
Asp, on the other hand, is;2 units smaller than that of the b-one. We did not
decrease the pD below 3.2 to control the ionization state of the a-carboxyl
group, because it does not assure the full ionization of the lipid PO4
according to the intrinsic pKa ¼ 0.8 in phosphatidylcholine (Moncelli et al.,
1994). The ionization state of the EPC headgroup was thus kept constant
throughout the examined pD range in the zwitterionic form of PO4 and
NðCH3Þ13 : At the examined pDs, the LUV was conﬁrmed, by the NMR
analysis of the 1H signals, to be stable during the experiments. Binding
characteristics of achatin-I to EPC LUV can be examined by comparing with
the peptide in bulk water, so that the aqueous solutions of achatin-I were
prepared at the acidic pD¼ 3.2, neutral pD¼ 7.5 (results taken from Kimura
et al., 2004), and basic pD¼ 13.1, where the ionization states are identical to
the corresponding systems of the achatin-LUV mixtures. The ionization
state of membrane-bound achatin-I was conﬁrmed to be identical with that in
bulk water according to the chemical shifts and geminal spin-spin couplings
in 1H NMR. The pD values were obtained by an addition of 0.4 units to
the readings of the pH meter with a glass electrode (HORIBA D-21 or
B-212, Kyoto, Japan) (Glasoe and Long, 1960). The solution pD was
controlled by D2O solutions of DCl or NaOD.
Determination of binding equilibrium
Binding equilibria of achatin-I to EPC LUV at the acidic, neutral, and basic
pDs were examined by ultracentrifugation method; the bound peptides were
separated with the lipids (as a top fraction) from the free peptides (dissolving
in the bottom fraction). The ultracentrifugation was carried out on a Beckman
(Fullerton, CA) TL-100 instrument, which was equipped with a TLA-100.2
rotor. The experimental condition was 230 000 3 g at 30C for 2 h. The
amount of free peptides was determined by measuring the concentration in
the bottom fraction. The concentrations were measured by 1H NMR
according to the relative peak area to that of a reference compound of
a known concentration; for the independent samples of the bottom fraction
and the reference solution, the spectra were recorded at the same instrument
conditions, such as the gain parameter for the detection of free-induction
decay (FID) signals. The above NMRmethod of concentration measurement
is particularly useful for peptides without an inherent ﬂuorescent probe of
tryptophan residue.
NMR measurements
To investigate the location of achatin-I within the bilayers and binding effect
on the molecular environment around the peptide, 13C NMR spectra of 1),
the mixture of achatin-I and EPC LUV, 2), EPC LUV, and 3), achatin-I
aqueous solution were measured on a JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) 600 MHz
spectrometer (JNM-ECA600, equipped with a superconducting magnet of
14.10 T) operating at the frequency of 151 MHz for the 13C nuclei. When we
measured the 13C NMR, a probe for the sample tube of 10 mm OD was
installed. The temperature was controlled at 30.0 6 0.1C during the
measurements. The data points of 32 768 were sampled over the spectrum
range of 250 ppm, and the corresponding digital resolution was 0.01 ppm
(1.2 Hz). FID signals were accumulated 17,000–87,000 times. The 13C
chemical shifts (d) relative to the DSS (sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-
5-sulfonate) methyl carbons were obtained by referring to the absorption
frequency of the solvent deuteron monitored as the lock signal. 13C-signal
assignment for achatin-I was carried out by consulting the previous reports
on the 13C NMR of amino acid systems (see Wu¨thrich, 1976, and Howarth
and Lilley, 1978). For the nonterminal residues, the assignment can simply
be done according to the reported d-values for the nonterminal residues in
peptides. For the terminal residues, it was done on the basis of d for
monomeric amino acids by adopting the effect of a peptide-bond formation
on either side of a-NH13 or a-CO

2 :
13C-signal assignment for EPC was also
carried out by referring to the reported results (Li et al., 1993).
1H NMR spectra were recorded at 30.0 6 0.1C on a JEOL 500 MHz
spectrometer (JNM-ECA500,wide-bore typewith amagnet of 11.75T) or the
600MHz spectrometer. A probe for the sample tube of 5mmODwas used for
the 1H measurements. FID signals were accumulated 8–256 times. For each
sample, the measurement was repeated two times. The 1H chemical shifts d,
relative to theDSSmethyl protons,were obtainedby referring to theHDOand
OH signals of 4.712 ppm in water and 4.783 ppm in methanol, respectively.
The correction of d-values according to the magnetic susceptibility of
methanol was not made, since the d-values in methanol were used only as the
differencesDd among the signals to identify the ionization state of achatin-I in
methanol. When the binding effect on the side-chain conformational
equilibria was examined from the ﬁne structures of the 1H signals, the digital
frequency resolution was set to 0.01 Hz. Otherwise, the resolution was set to
0.34 Hz. To achieve the former resolution, 524,288 data points were sampled
over the spectrum range of 10 ppm. The high resolution made it possible to
detect sensitively the binding effect on the conformational equilibria. 1H
signals of achatin-I were assigned according to a previous work on the
aqueous solution system (Kimura et al., 2004). Assignment of 1H signals of
EPC was done by referring to the reported results (Li et al., 1993).
Conformational analysis
For the amino-acid residues of ABX-type spin system in 1H NMR, the
vicinal (Jab1 and Jab2) and geminal (Jb1b2) coupling constants for the three
protons can be determined explicitly by the analysis of the spin Hamiltonian
(Pople et al., 1959). In achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp), D-Phe and Asp
residues correspond to ABX-type spin system. Since a vicinal coupling
constant exhibits a dihedral-angle dependence (Karplus, 1959, 1963), the
side-chain conformational equilibria of D-Phe and Asp with respect to the
Ca-Cb bond can be studied according to the observed Jab1 and Jab2. In
the presence of EPC LUV, the J values of achatin-I were observed as the
average for the membrane-bound and free states due to fast exchanges on the
NMR timescale. Thus, the exclusive determination of J for the bound state
(Jb) requires the separate observations for both in the presence (Jav) and in
the absence (Jf) of LUV according to
Jav ¼ fbJb1 ffJf (1)
Jb ¼ Jav  ð1 fbÞJf
fb
; (2)
where fb and ff are the fractions of the bound and free peptides, respectively.
In this work, fb was determined by the ultracentrifugation method mentioned
above.
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On the basis of the obtained Jab1 and Jab2 for the membrane-bound state,
the conformational equilibria within the membrane can be analyzed. As
shown previously (Kimura et al., 2004), Jab1 and Jab2 in achatin-I in bulk
water can be expressed as the probability-weighted averages over the
staggered conformers shown in Fig. 2 (Pachler, 1964). The three-staggered-
state model was adopted here to analyze the conformational equilibria in
membrane. Thus, for both the free and bound states, the Jab1 and Jab2 values
can be expressed as:
Jab1 ¼ PðTÞJt1PðG1ÞJg1PðGÞJg (3a)
Jab2 ¼ PðTÞJg1PðG1ÞJt1PðGÞJg (3b)
PðTÞ1PðG1Þ1PðGÞ ¼ 1; (3c)
where P(T), P(G1), and P(G) are the probabilities of conformers T, G1,
and G, and Jt and Jg are the vicinal coupling constants between the a- and
b-protons in the trans and gauche conformations, respectively. The
conformer probabilities are obtained by solving Eqs. 3. The conformers
are named as above by focusing on the dihedral angle of C-Ca-Cb-C; T is for
the trans conformer, G1 and G are for the gauche. In G1 and G,
respectively, the b-carboxyl group in Asp (or b-phenyl group in D-Phe) is
trans and gauche to the a-ND in the peptide bond.
To determine the conformer probabilities, a parameter set of Jt and Jg is
necessary. In this work, we apply Pachler’s parameter set of Jt ¼ 13.56 and
Jg ¼ 2.60 Hz (Pachler, 1964), which is generally used to analyze the side-
chain conformational equilibrium of amino-acid systems; for the parameter
choice, see the references cited elsewhere (Kimura et al., 2002, 2004). It is
assumed here that Pachler’s parameter set, determined in aqueous solution,
is applicable to the membrane-bound peptide. This unavoidable approxi-
mation is expected to provide good results, since a through-bond coupling
between the vicinal protons at a ﬁxed conformation mainly reﬂects the
electronic state. As described previously (Kimura et al., 2004), the
assignment of the b-proton signals of Asp residue to the b1- and b2-
protons in Fig. 2 was done on the basis of the selective deuterium labeling
experiments of the monomer (Kainosho and Ajisaka, 1975). The b-proton
signals of D-Phe were assigned according to the labeling experiments for
Ac-L-Phe-NDMe (Kobayashi et al., 1979); note that the b1- and b2- protons
in D-Phe correspond to those in the mirror image of L-Phe.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of the peptide ionization state on the
binding equilibrium
Let us consider how the binding equilibrium of peptides to
lipid bilayers is controlled by the electrostatic and/or
hydrophobic effects. To provide insight into the electrostatic
effect on the binding of achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp) to
zwitterionic PC bilayers, here we investigated the binding
equilibrium by changing the ionization states of the peptide
amino and carboxyl groups through the control of pH (pD).
The equilibrium was examined by using EPC LUV as the
PC bilayer at the molar ratio of peptide/lipid ¼ 1 (2 mM):10
(20 mM).
Shown in Fig. 3 are the bound fraction of achatin-I
obtained at the acidic (pD ¼ 3.2), neutral (pD ¼ 5.9), and
basic (pD¼ 11.6) conditions. At the neutral pD, the a-amino
group of the N-terminal Gly is positively ionized, and the
a- and b-carboxyl groups of the C-terminal Asp are nega-
tively ionized; see the ionization state in Fig. 1. The bound
fraction of achatin-I with this ionization state was determined
to amount to 16%. When the pD changed from the neutral to
the basic, the de-ionization of the a-ND13 in Gly decreased
the bound fraction drastically to almost none. When the pD
changed from the neutral to the acidic, on the other hand, the
FIGURE 2 Staggered side-chain conformers of the D-Phe and Asp
residues in achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp) with respect to the analyzed
dihedral angles on the Ca-Cb bond.
FIGURE 3 pD dependence of the bound fraction (%) of achatin-I to EPC
LUV in the mixture of 2 mM achatin-I and 20 mM EPC. The acidic pD ¼
3.2, neutral pD ¼ 5.9, and basic pD ¼ 11.6. The ionization states of the
amino and carboxyl groups in achatin-I at each pD are shown in the
parentheses. The PO4 and NðCH3Þ13 in EPC are fully ionized throughout
the examined pD range.
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neutralization of the b-CO2 group in Asp decreased the
bound fraction to 10%. Thus, both the positive and negative
charges in achatin-I are found to play an important role in
determining the binding equilibrium.
In the binding process at the neutral pD, the N-terminal
ND13 and C-terminal CO

2 in achatin-I are expected to be
attracted electrostatically by the PO4 and NðCH3Þ13 in the
headgroup of EPC, respectively. The de-ionization of the
ND13 or CO

2 in the peptide loses the attractive interactions.
Thus, the observed effect of ionization state can be ascribed
to the peptide-lipid electrostatic attractions. The marked
decrease in the bound fraction upon de-ionization of the
N-terminalND13 suggests the key importance of the attraction
between the ND13 in achatin-I and PO

4 in EPC. As a result of
the electrostatic attraction with the N-terminal ND13 ; we
observed in the presence of achatin-I downﬁeld changes Dd
by;0.056 0.01 ppm in the 31P NMR of PO4 ; the spectrum
showed a typical signal, a sharp peak with a broad shoulder
peak on the higher ﬁeld (Seelig, 1978). The change Dd is not
so drastic due probably to the strong hydration of the PO4 in
the absence of the peptide, due in addition to a low fraction of
the peptide-binding lipids. At the examined concentrations,
we could not detect the low-sensitive 14N signal of the ND13
group to discuss the binding mechanism. Further discussions
concerning the peptide location within bilayer will bemade in
the later section on the basis of 13C NMR.
The role of an N-terminal NH13 group in the peptide-lipid
electrostatic attraction was also examined previously for
opioid peptides, Met-enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met)
and Leu-enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu), which were
isolated from the mammalian brain extracts (Hughes et al.,
1975). It was shown that the enkephalins bind to negative
lipids, such as lysophosphatidylglycerol in micelles (Deber
and Behnam, 1984), phosphatidylserine in small (Jarrell
et al., 1980) and large (Milon et al., 1990) unilamellar
vesicles. In this article, we present that the in-membrane
electrostatic attractions between the N-terminal NH13 in
achatin-I and PO4 ; even in the zwitterionic PC bilayer, play
an important role in controlling the binding equilibrium. The
ﬁnding indicates that once achatin-I encounters with the
neutral bilayer surface through diffusion, the electrostatic
attraction operates at atomic resolution between the charged
groups of the peptide and lipid for their binding.
Location within bilayer
In the previous section, we showed the importance of the
electrostatic attraction between achatin-I and the headgroup
of PC in determining the binding equilibrium. It is then
expected that the binding location of achatin-I within the
bilayer at physiological pH is near the hydrophilic surface
rather than the hydrophobic core of the acyl chains. To
scrutinize this expectation, the 13C NMR of EPC molecules
in LUV at the neutral pD was investigated both with and
without achatin-I. The chemical shifts (d) and line widths
(n1/2) of the
13C signals for the two systems were compared
to see how the carbon sites on the lipid are perturbed by
the peptide binding.
The observed 13C spectrum of the 1:10 molar mixture of
achatin-I (5 mM) and EPC (50 mM) LUV is shown in Fig. 4.
The signals from the peptide can be easily distinguished from
those of the lipid, since the peptide signals are obviously
sharper than the relatively broad lipid signals (the peaks for
the peptide are marked with asterisks). The number of the
peptide signals observed is equal to the number of the carbon
sites within the peptide. Hence, the peptide signals were
observed as the average of the membrane-bound and free
states due to the rapid exchange between the two states on the
NMR timescale. According to the analysis of the lipid signals,
we discuss below the peptide-binding location. The free-
induction decay signals were accumulated until wemade sure
that the signal/noise ratios were high enough to analyze the
peak positions of the lipid signals within the uncertainties due
to the digital frequency resolution. With this accumulation,
the peak positions of the sharper peptide signals were also
determined within the ambiguity due to the digital resolution.
Fig. 5 illustrates the chemical-shift changes Dd of the lipid
signals induced by the presence of achatin-I. The changes Dd
are relatively large in the ranges between the glycerol
carbons and the a-carbons in the acyl chains. The change Dd
for the methylene carbons of the acyl chains is comparable to
those for the a-carbons. The line widths n1/2 of the
13C
signals, on the other hand, did not exhibit any obvious effect
of the presence of achatin-I at the examined concentrations.
The above observations indicate that the large body of
achatin-I molecule locates between the polar glycerol and
ester groups in PC. The notable upﬁeld changes Dd of the
FIGURE 4 13C NMR spectrum of
the mixture of 5 mM achatin-I and 50
mM EPC LUV observed by the 600
MHz spectrometer operating at 151
MHz for the 13C nuclei. Signals with
the asterisk correspond to the carbons in
the peptide and are assigned as shown.
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glycerol and ester-carbonyl 13C chemical shifts are attributed
to the dehydration due to the binding of achatin-I. On the
other hand, the marked downﬁeld change Dd for the
a-carbon next to the ester groups can be explained by the
magnetic deshielding effect from the phenyl ring (Johnson
and Bovey, 1958) of D-Phe residue, which is expected to
locate around the ester group at the internal site of the
peptide-binding region. The reason is not obvious for the
downﬁeld change Dd for the methylene carbons. It is
considered to result from the secondary effect of the binding
at the glycerol to ester groups, since the methylene carbons
are signiﬁcantly separated from the polar groups in terms of
the molecular size of achatin-I.
The binding equilibrium of achatin-I to the PC bilayer is
markedly controlled by the electrostatic effect due to the
attractions between the ionic groups of the peptides and
lipids, particularly between the peptide N-terminal NH13 and
lipid PO4 in the headgroup. In contrast, the hydrophobic
effect due to the phenyl ring of D-Phe is less apparent in view
of its location at the polar ester group within the bilayer. The
hydrophobic effect is thus likely to assist cooperatively the
electrostatic effect on the achatin-I binding through modu-
lating rather than determining the peptide location. Trapping
of achatin-I at the membrane surface increases the local
peptide concentration around the receptors, and this increase
may facilitate the access to the binding sites of the receptors.
Changes in the peptide molecular environment
When achatin-I is transferred from bulk water to the bilayer,
many of the hydrating water molecules on the peptide need
to be released due to a restricted space for hydration by the
nearby lipid molecules. Such changes in the molecular
environment around achatin-I are discussed here on the basis
of the observed changes in the 13C NMR of the peptide.
The chemical-shift changes Dd for all the carbon-atom
sites in achatin-I due to the binding to EPC LUV are
illustrated in Fig. 6. Almost all the changes Dd are toward
upﬁeld. The upﬁeld changes result from the dehydration
upon binding to the bilayers. Noticeably, Dd for the ionic
Asp at the C-terminus is more than ﬁve times as large as
those for the other residues. The marked changes Dd for Asp
show that the dehydration effect is most signiﬁcant on this
residue. In a previous article, we demonstrated that the
hydration in bulk water on the C-terminal Asp in achatin-I is
so strong that the gas-phase (absence-of-solvent) energy
differences of tens of kJ mol1 among the Asp side-chain
conformers are almost cancelled out (Kimura et al., 2004). In
other words, the hydration competes against the enormous
intramolecular electrostatic energy due to the vicinal CO2
groups. The changes Dd for the Asp carbons shown in Fig. 6
are induced by the decreased hydration of the CO2 groups,
which have a large hydration shell in bulk water due to the
strong electrostatic solute-solvent interactions.
The presence of EPC LUV increased the line widths n1/2
of the peptide signals for all the carbon sites ranging between
10.5 and 15.1 Hz. The site-selective line broadening is
a consequence of the membrane-binding, which causes
slower molecular motions around the peptide accompanying
the dehydration. In contrast to the binding effect on the
chemical shifts, the effect on the line widths was not
prominent for the Asp residue. The dynamic similarity is
FIGURE 5 13C chemical-shift changes Dd of EPC (50 mM) within LUV
induced by the presence of achatin-I (5 mM) at the neutral pD. Signals from
the glycerol C1 and C3 carbons were observed inseparably, and the same
value Dd is given for the C1 and C3. Chemical shifts of glycerol C2 and
b-CH2 were not obtained due to the broad signal and signal overlap with
¼CHCH2CH¼, respectively.
FIGURE 6 13C chemical-shift changesDd of achatin-I (5 mM) induced by
the binding to EPC (50 mM) LUV at the neutral pD.
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understandable because the Asp in the bound achatin-I is
hydrated at the water-abundant bilayer surface (Wiener and
White, 1992) and the EPC bilayer is in the liquid-crystalline
phase at 30C (Szoka and Papahadjopoulos, 1980). The
notable broadening was for the a-carbon of Ala (15.1 Hz),
the ring and b-carbons of D-Phe (12.9 Hz for Ring (4),12.4
Hz for Ring (2, 6),12.3 Hz for Ring (3, 5), and12.6 Hz for
b); for the notation of the carbon sites, see Fig. 1. These
broadening for Ala and D-Phe can be explained in terms of
the effective decrease in the water-accessibility for the
residues at the nonterminal sequence positions (Kimura et al.,
2004). The largest n1/2 increase in D-Phe at Ring (4) carbon
at the end of the side chain is in accord with the anchoring of
the hydrophobic ring to the membrane interior. The 13C
information thus obtained provides the peptide binding-
location model given later.
Changes in the peptide side-chain conformations
In this section, the dihedral-angle-dependent vicinal 1H-1H
couplings in NMR are examined to see how the membrane-
binding affects the side-chain conformational equilibria of the
hydrophobic D-Phe and hydrophilic Asp residues in achatin-I.
How are the side-chain conformational equilibria in the
membrane-bound state different from those in bulk water?
What is the controlling factor? The conformational equilibria
within the PC bilayer are expected to depend on the binding
location and the molecular environment therein examined
above.
1H NMR spectrum
1H NMR spectrum of the 1:10 molar mixture of achatin-I (2
mM) and EPC (20 mM) LUV at the neutral pD is presented
in Fig. 7 a. The signals from all of the residues in achatin-I,
appearing as the average over the membrane-bound and free
states, show clear ﬁne structures and can be distinguished
from the lipid signals. Since the peptide signals are much
sharper than the lipid signals, we can obtain the chemical
shifts and coupling constants of achatin-I from the peak
positions.
1H-1H Coupling Constants
The signals from the D-Phe and Asp residues give the typical
12-line ABX-type ﬁne structures due to the spin-spin
couplings among the one a- and two b-protons (Kimura
et al., 2004). In Fig. 7 a, the a-proton of D-Phe gave four-line
signals with the average chemical shift of 4.516 ppm,
FIGURE 7 1H NMR spectra observed for (a) the mixture of 2 mM achatin-I and 20 mM EPC LUV at the neutral pD and (b) 1 mM achatin-I in methanol-d4.
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whereas the b-protons of D-Phe gave eight-line signals with
the average chemical shift of 3.064 ppm. Thea-proton of Asp
gave four-line signals at 4.332 ppm, whereas the b-protons of
Asp gave eight-line signals at 2.641 ppm. According to the
ABX-type ﬁne structures, we determined the two vicinal
coupling constants (Jab1 and Jab2) and one geminal coupling
constant (Jb1b2), according to the analysis of the spin
Hamiltonian of the three coupling protons (Pople et al.,
1959).
The obtained Jab1, Jab2, and Jb1b2 in achatin-I in the
presence of EPC LUV at the acidic, neutral, and basic pDs are
summarized in Table 1 with those observed in the absence of
LUV. The membrane-binding effect on Js was evident for
both the D-Phe and Asp at the acidic and neutral pDs;
remember that the binding of achatin-I was signiﬁcant at these
pDs. Since the 1H-1H coupling constants can be sensitively
detected in the order of 0.01 Hz (Kimura et al., 2002, 2004),
many of the changes are of one order of magnitude larger than
the resolution limit. As there is nearly no bound fraction at the
basic pD, on the other hand, the J values are almost identical
irrespective of the presence of LUV.
Conformational equilibria
Before going to the side-chain conformational equilibria
within the bilayer, we ﬁrst see those in bulk water. Based on
the observed vicinal Jab1 and Jab2 in Table 1, conformer
probabilities (P) on the Ca-Cb bond were determined by
solving Eqs. 3. The upper traces in Fig. 8 show the obtained
conformer distributions for the free peptide at the acidic,
neutral, and basic pDs. The most notable trend is that at any
ionization state, the b-functional groups of both D-Phe and
Asp are most probable at the trans conformation to the a-CO
group in the backbone (conformer T) (Kimura et al., 2004).
We estimated from Eq. 2 the J values of achatin-I in the
membrane-bound state, and the results are summarized in
Table 1. Based on the estimated vicinal Jab1 and Jab2, the
side-chain conformer distributions were determined as
shown by the lower traces in Fig. 8. At the neutral pD,
where both the amino and carboxyl groups in achatin-I are
ionized, the population of trans conformer T decreases and
those of gauche conformers G1 and G increase in response
to the binding to the bilayers. This trend is common to D-Phe
and Asp. At the acidic pD, where the b-carboxyl group in the
Asp side chain is un-ionized, the conformational changes
due to the binding are drastic for D-Phe between G1 and G,
whereas the changes for Asp are smaller. The distributed
conformer populations in the bound achatin-I at the neutral
pD indicate a loose packing around the peptide with large
conformational ﬂuctuations in the side chains; the steric
effect due to the presence of the PC molecules is not so
signiﬁcant as to constrain the side chains to take a speciﬁc
conformer within the bilayer. Such a soft binding is
advantageous to the catalytic activity of membrane to
accommodate the peptide conformation required for the
receptor binding (Gysin and Schwyzer, 1983; Behnam and
Deber, 1984; Deber and Behnam, 1985; Sargent and
Schwyzer, 1986).
To comprehend the membrane-binding effect on the
conformational equilibria, it is insightful to compare the
changes (DP) in the conformer probabilities with those due
to the transfer from water to an alcohol solvent with
hydrophobic moiety. The 1H NMR spectrum of 1 mM
achatin-I monoammonium salt dissolved in methanol-d4 is
shown in Fig. 7 b. The a-proton chemical shift d of the
C-terminal Asp is in the downﬁeld relative to that of Ala by
0.054 ppm. This observation corresponds to the ionization
state of Asp in aqueous solution at neutral pH, where the two
carboxyl groups are ionized; the de-ionization of these
groups leads the a-proton d of Asp to ;0.6 ppm downﬁeld
relative to that of Ala (Kimura et al., 2004). The ionic
counterparts, the N-terminal amino group and free ammonia,
are hence positively ionized. The presence of ND13 at
the N-terminus is further conﬁrmed by the a-proton d of the
TABLE 1 Vicinal (Jab1 and Jab2) and geminal (Jb1b2)
1H-1H coupling constants (Hz) among a- and b-protons of the D-Phe and Asp
residues in 2 mM achatin-I in bulk water (observed), in the mixture with 20 mM EPC LUV (observed), and within EPC LUV
(estimated from the observed J values and the bound fractions according to Eq. 2 in the text)




with EPC LUV (observed)
Within EPC LUV
(estimated)
D-Phe Asp D-Phe Asp D-Phe Asp
Acidic (a-ND13 ; a-CO

2 ; b-CO2D) Jab1 8.49 6 0.03 7.03 6 0.00 8.51 6 0.00 6.86 6 0.05 8.68 6 0.27 5.38 6 0.49
Jab2 7.39 6 0.04 5.13 6 0.01 6.90 6 0.01 5.02 6 0.01 2.63 6 0.45 4.06 6 0.09
Jb1b2 13.50 6 0.02 16.81 6 0.01 14.95 6 0.05 16.40 6 0.01 27.58 6 0.66 12.83 6 0.10




2 ) Jab1 9.26 6 0.03* 9.87 6 0.06* 9.10 6 0.00 9.44 6 0.00 8.25 6 0.11 7.17 6 0.32
Jab2 6.94 6 0.08* 3.73 6 0.04* 6.99 6 0.02 3.89 6 0.02 7.25 6 0.54 4.74 6 0.08





2 ) Jab1 7.89 6 0.05 9.63 6 0.01 7.92 6 0.01 9.64 6 0.01
y— y—
Jab2 7.56 6 0.04 3.95 6 0.01 7.52 6 0.03 3.93 6 0.01
y— y—
Jb1b2 13.59 6 0.02 15.65 6 0.01 13.59 6 0.02 15.64 6 0.01
y— y—
*Values taken from the results in Kimura et al. (2004).
yBound fraction at this pD was negligible as shown in Fig. 3.
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N-terminal Gly, which is in the downﬁeld relative to
the b-proton d of D-Phe by ;0.6 ppm; the de-ionization of
the N-terminal ND13 changes the Gly d to ;0.2 ppm
downﬁeld of the b-proton d of D-Phe . From the ABX-type
ﬁne structures observed for D-Phe and Asp, we determined
the couplings among the a- and b-protons (see Supple-
mentary Material for the J values).
The changes DP in the conformer probabilities in D-Phe
and Asp induced by the membrane binding at the neutral pD
are illustrated in Fig. 9 together with the DP values induced
by the transfer from water to methanol. We can compare the
two systems to analyze the conformational equilibria at the
identical ionization states described above. The changes DP
upon membrane-binding show a similar trend to those upon
transfer to methanol. A decrease in trans conformer T and
increase in gauche conformers G1 and G were observed in
both D-Phe and Asp. The similarity suggests that the side-
chain conformational changes upon membrane-binding are
attributed to the hydrophobic interactions with lipid mole-
cules. The decrease of conformer T, where the b-functional
group is trans to the bulky a-carbonyl group, is reasonable
in view of the expected decrease of the solvent accessible
surface area.
The changes DP due to the membrane-binding and the
transfer from water to methanol are the same for the D-Phe
with the differences of ,0.01. For the Asp, on the other
hand, the changes accompanying the binding are smaller
than those accompanying the transfer by up to 0.15. These
observations are in agreement with the binding location, i.e.,
the aromatic ring of D-Phe locates at the ester group near the
acyl chain, whereas the ionic CO2 groups of Asp locate
around the choline NðCH3Þ13 group near the edge of the
membrane environment. Note that water is more abundant
around the ionic headgroup than around the ester group
(Wiener and White, 1992).
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the molecular mechanism of the binding of
neuropeptide achatin-I (Gly-D-Phe-Ala-Asp) to EPC LUV
used as a zwitterionic PC bilayer. The binding model in Fig.
10 is constructed on the basis of the major characteristics of
the chemical shifts, line widths, and spin-spin couplings in
the 13C and 1H NMR data. Achatin-I binds in the polar
region between the glycerol and ester groups of PC. The
binding equilibrium is markedly controlled by the in-
membrane electrostatic attraction between the N-terminal
NH13 in achatin-I and PO

4 in the headgroup of PC. By
FIGURE 9 Changes DP in the probabilities of the side-chain conformers
of D-Phe and Asp in achatin-I upon membrane-binding at the neutral pD
(left) and upon transfer to methanol (right). The ionization states of achatin-I
are shown in the parentheses.
FIGURE 8 Probabilities P of the side-chain con-
former in Fig. 2 of D-Phe and Asp residues in achatin-I
in the free state (upper traces) and in the membrane-
bound state (lower traces). The ionization states of the
amino and carboxyl groups in achatin-I at each pD are
shown in the parentheses.
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taking the binding location into account, it is considered that
when the N-terminal NH13 group locates close to the PO

4 of
a given EPC molecule, the C-terminal CO2 groups are
attracted more effectively by the NðCH3Þ13 of the other EPC
molecule(s). Upon binding to the bilayer, the change in the
molecular environment around the peptide is drastic for the
ionic Asp, which has the strong electrostatic hydration. It
should be emphasized that the most water-exposed Asp
residue in the membrane-bound achatin-I encounters the
most notable effect of dehydration. Membrane-binding
induces the changes in the side-chain conformational
equilibria of both the aromatic D-Phe and ionic Asp residues.
The conformational changes are not controlled by the steric
effect due to the packing of the peptide within the bilayer, but
reﬂect the hydrophobic interactions with lipids. Thus,
achatin-I bound near the membrane surface involves large
conformational ﬂuctuations in the side chains.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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